ALLIANCE
DISTRIBUTOR
NETWORK
The CPS Alliance Distributor Network has 16 locations located all
over North America with plans to more than double the footprint
in 2021. This network allows CPS concrete polishing equipment
and diamond tooling to always be near you along with concrete
preparation and polishing experts ready to help - no matter where
you are!
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CPS Armor Densifier is an economical, mono-silicate densifier

CPS Armor DSQ Densifier is a surface reacting, hybrid silicate

CPS Armor Surface Shield is a semi-penetrating / semi-topical high

CPS Armor Pel is a fully penetrating stain resisting sealer for

for the hardening of concrete. Using lithium technology, Armor

densifier. It is chemically manufactured with multiple silicates that

gloss guard with a stain and wear resistant finish that dramatically

concrete. Armor Pel is chemically formulated to protect from within,

Densifier penetrates and reacts within the substrate, making the

react at varying depths of the concrete. Armor DSQ Densifier also

increases shine, abrasion and stain resistance of polished concrete.

like a waterproofing agent, against water and oil-based stains for

concrete stronger while increasing abrasion and stain resistance

has a component that suspends the molecules for optimal reaction

CPS Armor Surface Shield is water-based and dries quickly to a

maximum protection. It offers protection while allowing the surface

as well as dust proofing.

near the surface of the concrete.

clear, extremely hard micro-coating.

to breathe and not trap moisture.

Li

LITHIUM TECHNOLOGY

SUSPENDS MOLECULES

TOPICAL HIGH GLOSS GUARD

FULLY PENETRATING SEALER

densifiers, giving peace of mind to contractors on every concrete

for optimal reaction near the surface of the concrete, instead of

wear resistant finish. Perfect for areas with medium to low traffic

within, resulting in long lasting protection. Perfect for medium to

project!

penetrating too deep within the slab.

where gloss is important.

large areas with heavy traffic such as warehouses.

HYBRID SILICATE

INCREASES SHINE (GLOSS)

MAXIMUM PROTECTION

impregnated pads can produce a dust free, concrete floor that has

varying depths of the concrete allowing the densification process

especially when using concrete dye. This results in a more brighter

rejects most liquids from penetrating the surface of the concrete

increased abrasion and stain resistance.

to occur throughout the slab.

space due light reflectivity.

resulting in increased protection against etches and stains.

INCREASED ABRASION &
STAIN RESISTANCE

INCREASED ABRAISION &
STAIN RESISTANCE

REDUCES MAINTENANCE COSTS

SIMPLE & EASY TO USE

Due to the chemical reaction, the concrete becomes more dense,

Due to the chemical reaction, the concrete becomes more dense,

staining & etching. Allows for additional time to clean up spills

chemicals. It also has a standard coverage rate making it very easy

making it harder for liquids to penetrate the surface, resulting in

making it harder for liquids to penetrate the surface, resulting in

before penetrating too deep, all while protecting concrete color.

to use.
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Lithium is one of the oldest tried-and-true components used in
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densify
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applications

using

diamond

DSQ Densifier contains a component that suspends the molecules

Chemically manufactured with multiple silicates that react at

Semi-penetrating, semi-topical high gloss guard with a stain and

Dramatically increases shine and enhances the color of concrete,

Creates an extremely hard micro-coating barrier that prevents

Waterproofing sealer that fully penetrates concrete to protect from

Being hydrophobic, oleophobic and fully penetrating, Armor Pel

Amor Pel comes ready to use, there is no need to mix with other
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